
EVOLUTIONARY ECOLOGY



ECOLOGY EVOLUTION



Eco-evolutionary dynamics – first use by Oloriz et al 1991, 
modern use in 2007, special issue of Functional ecology

Eco-evo dynamics: interactions between ecology and evolution that play out on the contemporary time 
scales- years to centuries)



…. we see nothing of these slow changes in 
progress until the hand of time has marked the 
long lapse of ages…

Darwin, 1859



ECO –EVO
• adaptation of populations to changing environment

EVO- ECO
• trait change in a focal population alters its population dynamics, influence 

the structure of its community or alters the ecosystem processes 
(contemporary evolution leading to ecological change)

• feedback ECO → EVO →ECO 



EVOLUTION: Descent with modification; transformation of species through time, including
both changes that occur within species, as well as the origin of new species.
Losos et al. Princenton guide to Evolution, 2014

ECOLOGY: Heckel: “the comprehensive science of the relationship of the organism to 
environment.”

EVOLUTIONARY FORCES:           
Selection
Gene flow
Genetic drift
Mutation
Recombination

ECOLOGICAL VARIABLES:
Abiotic
Biotic (competitors, mutualists, predators, and
pathogens…)



WHY ARE FISH GETTING SMALLER?



Smaller fish have less offspring!
- decrease of population 
productivity!

Reproductive success

Gadus morhua (Norwegian cod) –30 kg ind. have more offspring than two 28 kg individuals



body size determines predator-prey relationships, change of marine food webs
-bigger fish - bigger prey; have fewer predators

- reducing the global fish supply
. 

Trophic nets









-shift in species distribution and abundance
-changes in phenology

Global warming





Why temperature increase drives decrease in fish body size?



Climate change

Fish are poikiloterms
- higher temperatures- higher metabolism – higer oxygen demand
- higher water temperatures – less oxygen 

gills canot keep up with the demand of big bodies



Climate change

canot keep up with demand of big bodies



„We show that assemblage-averaged maximum body weight is expected to shrink by
14–24% globally from 2000 to 2050 under a high-emission scenario. About half of this
shrinkage is due to change in distribution and abundance, the remainder to changes
in physiology. The tropical and intermediate latitudinal areas will be heavily impacted, 
with an average reduction of more than 20%. Our results provide a new dimension to 
understanding the integrated impacts of climate change on marine ecosystems.”



Temperature change causes migration of bigger 
fish in colder waters and greater depths, and the 
invasion of smaller fish in warmer waters.



- higher temperature alters brain proteome of zebrafish (neurotransmiters and synapse functioning)
- changes in exploratory behaviour

higher temperature decreases anxiety and increase the courage- individuals get more exposed to 
predators



Climate change 
affects distribution, growth rates, temperature preferences for over 600 fish 
species
• smaller fish: 

• less offspring
• change of predatory prey interactions (decrease in predation of bigger 

prey)
• changes in competitive interactions in ecosystems
• reduces global fish supply

• changes in age at maturity



In Atlantic salmon, age at maturity reflects a classic evolutionary trade-off, as 
larger, later-maturing individuals typically have higher reproductive success, 
but run a greater risk of mortality before first reproduction
Age at maturity determined by vgll3 gene and is quite population specific
Selection changes the trait mainly in males.



-E alele- early maturity; L alele late maturity

- testis maturity, adipogenesis, timing of puberty, growth and condition factor in humans
- sexual conflict at that locus due to different phenotypic optima in males and females



„General rules are useful tools for understanding how organisms evolve. Cope’s rule (tendency to increase in
size over evolutionary time) and Bergmann’s rule (tendency to grow to larger sizes in cooler climates) both
relate to body size, an important factor that affects the biology, ecology, and physiology of organisms. These
rules are well studied in endotherms but remain poorly understood among ectotherms. Here, we show that
paleoclimatic changes strongly shaped the trajectory of body size evolution in tetraodontiform fishes. Their
body size evolution is explained by both Cope’s and Bergmann’s rules, highlighting the impact of paleoclimatic
changes on aquatic organisms, which rely on their environment for temperature regulation and are likely
more susceptible than terrestrial vertebrates to climatic changes.”

https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.2122486119



Tetraodontiform body size and temperature over time. Sea surface temperature for tropical latitudes (15°N to 15°S; 
orange line) and a global average sea temperature (yellow line) are plotted for the past 100 Ma. The reconstructed
ancestral node body size (log mean maximum SL in centimeters) for tetraodontiforms is also plotted against time. Sea
surface temperatures have been slowly cooling since the Late Cretaceous, while tetraodontiform body size has
gradually increased. SI Appendix, Fig. S20 provides a version of this plot colored by family.

https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.2122486119


https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2018086118

Climate risk of European regions. Maps show (A) the combined
climate risk ranking for each region and (B) the individual
component (blue: hazard, green: exposure, and purple: 
vulnerability) making the largest contribution to the combined
risk. Color scales on both panels are linear in the ranking of the
corresponding score but are presented without values, as they
have little direct meaning; the full range of color schemes can be
seen in the scale bars at right. National borders are also shown
for reference. Insets at bottom-left of each panel show small
regions. Maps showing the hazard, exposure, and vulnerability
for each coastal region are included in SI Appendix, Fig. S1.

https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2018086118
http://www.pnas.org/lookup/doi/10.1073/pnas.2018086118


Overfishing Experimental harvesting of small vs large individuals 
showed that harvesting of big fish drives decrease in 
total catch biomass, while harvesting the small fish has 
an opposite effect
Selection of genotypes for faster or slower growth rate



Overfishing
Experimental overfishing over 4 generations show that 
overfishing of large individuals causes decrease in mean body 
size and overfishing of small individuals drives increase in 
mean body mass
- selection of particular genotypes determining growth!



Overfishing
Experimental overfishing over 4 generations show that 
overfishing of large individuals causes decrease in mean body 
size and overfishing of small individuals drives increase in 
mean body mass
- selection of particular genotypes determining growth!



Problem? 
1. Harvesting of smaller fish demands much larger number of individuals for same 

catch biomass result. 
2. It is not feasible to selectively harvest considering the fish age, and the large 

amount of young individuals are constantly removed from population. 

Overfishing

https://youtu.be/GSO6ALu2hUU



Acidification

Acidifying affects the behaviour of ocean and 
freshwater fish. Pink salmon reared in CO2-
rich water were smaller, less fearful of 
predators, and less responsive to the 
chemicals environmental clues that shall 
guide them toward the streams where they 
hatched.



Growth and development of pink salmon is 
decreasing with increased CO2 concentrations



Predator avoidance and response to predatory olfactory cues 
Fish exposed to higher concentrations react less and slower to 
predator presence


